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1 Introduction

As trees, and plants in general, are an inevitable part of our world, computer models
of trees are an important part of virtual worlds improving the realism and plausibility
of its scenes. They are used in visualizations of architectural and archaeological sites,
parks, forests, landscapes, in virtual cities, in train or flight simulators, in games, movies,
etc. There are several software tools generating realistic plant models used in these ar-
eas [VTP10]. When modelling plants, aspects of several disciplines need to be combined
[dRH03, Pru04] and an interdisciplinary cooperation is often needed. Knowledge of bi-
ology (e.g., plant morphology and architecture, physiology, genetics), mathematics (e.g.,
mathematical formalisms, stochastical models, statistics), informatics (e.g., programming
languages, algorithms), physics (e.g., light and material properties, forces) or other sci-
ences is integrated into plant models. This is especially the case for computer simulations
of plants used as a means to model, describe, study, explain, or test hypotheses for the
development of real (current or extinct) plants or ecosystems (in forestry, ecology, agricul-
ture, horticulture, etc.). Plant models developed in different areas have different levels of
complexity. Depending on the goal of simulations, a combination of requests is considered
at different scales: photorealism, low computational cost, biological background, and so
on.

Modelling of branching structures of trees has a relatively long history and many
approaches have already been proposed. Interestingly, different techniques succeed in
creation of realistic tree models [DL05].

In general, a three-dimensional computer model can be generated using procedural
methods, image-based methods, or interactively [ŽBSF04]. Combination of methods is
not rare. Procedural methods use procedures, algorithms or mathematical functions,
to automatically generate a model [EMP∗03]. They allow to create complex natural
objects or phenomena (plants, corals, swarms, mountains, rivers, clouds, landscapes, fire,
explosions, etc.) from a small set of parameters (database), what is referred to as database
amplification factor [Smi84]. Image-based methods allow the extraction of a shape or a
branching structure of a tree from usually a set of photographs. When using interactive
methods, the user is directly involved into the modelling process.

The main focus of this thesis is on use of procedural techniques for modelling trees in
parks, gardens or cities. Many authors mention that finding parameters for an algorithm
that generates a specific branching structure is difficult or even impossible. With a bit
of experience, nice realistic-looking branching structures can be generated. However, in
parks or cities, there are often trees growing as solitairs and/or having a specific shape.
Searching for the correct parameters of an algorithm that would reconstruct the crown
shape or even the branching structure might be a tedious process. Here other techniques
should be used or studied: global control of the shape [PMKL01] or inverse rule finding
[SBM∗10]. Another point is that planting the park or city vegetation is probably planned
ahead and its visual appearance is often strongly influenced by branch pruning or other
management decisions.
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1.1 Modelling Tree Components

A plant structure may be sufficiently represented by describing the components the plant
is made up, their geometry and topology [God00].

A plant structure can be represented at three levels of complexity [God00, BMG06]:
as a whole (global representation), on the level of plant organs or modules (detailed or
modular representation), with different level of detail of description for the same structure
(multi-scale representation).

Trees are commonly modelled as composed of the trunk and crown. The crown can
be modelled as a whole, or as an assemblage of branches of limited number of orders and
leaves.

The tree crown as a whole can be represented using textured quadric surfaces, a surface
of revolution, its visual hull, etc. In forest models, it is described by a combination of
parabolic and linear equations.

Tree trunk and branches are usually represented as a connection of geometrical prim-
itives (cylinders, cones, etc.) in the way that the branching structure looks or is continu-
ous. Problems, visible especially at close views, can appear if the thickness of primitives
changes, in places of branching, by texture mapping. Adding a sphere between cylinders
or cones already improves the realism of branches. Polyhedrons can also be used. Focusing
on the realistic geometry of tree branches at close distances, branches can be represented
using generalised cylinders, implicit surfaces, subdivision surfaces or by a single polygonal
mesh. To enhance the realism of trunk and branches, different methods were proposed to
model their bark. Commonly a seamless bark texture is used. More elaborated techniques
use bump mapping, relief mapping or silhouette clipping.

For leaves, often a texture created from a photograph of a leaf with transparent back-
ground mapped on a parallelogram or several polygons is used. If a detailed representation
is needed, leaves are modeled as surfaces. Techniques were proposed to realistically model
leaf colour, venation patterns of leaves, hairs, or illumination effects.

The complexity of the geometry of plants (they may consist of thousands of objects)
is the main obstacle in efficient rendering [DL05]. Several methods were proposed for
a representation of tree geometry in terms of (efficient) rendering. For simplification of
leaves and foliage of a tree, billboard techniques are often used (the tree is represented by
one or several textured polygons): simple or cross billboards, billboard slicing, billboard
clouds.

Especially for real-time applications, it is necessary to consider level-of-detail (LOD)
techniques which allow for adaptive complexity of trees depending on the viewpoint dis-
tance. Construction of LOD can be based on the hierarchical plant structure (defined by
branching order) or rules (use of an octree or BSP tree, merging of primitives, visibility-
based selection). With increasing distance from the camera, the surface leaves can be
transformed to planar ones, the leaves can be scaled with reducing their amount, col-
lapsed, or represented using billboards.
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1.2 Overview of Tree Modelling Techniques

Many procedural techniques for modelling trees have already been proposed: based on
cellular automata [DL05], voxel space automata [Gre89], focusing on biological principles
[WBCG09, BBJ∗98, COMM94, COM∗94, PL90, dREF∗88, AK84, Hon71], realistic visu-
alization [Opp86, Blo85], searching parameters generating a structure [LD99, WP95], or
based on particle systems [NFD07, BE03, RB85].

The main formalism used for plant modelling are L-systems, describing the plant
structure and its development using rules [PL90].

Procedural methods usually generate a structure by connecting specified plant com-
ponents together, based on rules or procedures. The resulting shape is emerging.

In several methods the global shape of a plant is specified and the branching structure is
grown within the shape [WBCG09, PMKL01, LD99, WP95]. The control of the resulting
shape is important when modelling bonsai trees [BPF∗03, Ďur03]. However, the main
problem remains how to procedurally control the shape of branches. This is usually done
interactively by the user or based on measurements, what is time consuming.

The space colonization algorithm (SCA) creates a branching structure by exploring
the space within a tree envelope [PP10, PHL∗09, BAS09, RLP07]. The envelope is filled
by attraction points to which the branches grow. Points represent available space and
are removed after a branch reached them. The density of points is set by the user and
controls the degree (density) of branching.

Image-based tree modelling methods can capture the shape or branching structure
of a tree from images using a volumetric approach [RMMD04], structure from motion
[TZW∗07, QTZ∗06], visual hull [SRDT01], laser scanning [LYO∗10, PBF∗10, XGC07]. The
branching structure can then be created interactively [QTZ∗06], with a set of replication
blocks [TZW∗07], as a medial axis and using L-systems [SRDT01], with SCA [PBF∗10],
etc.

1.3 Rule-based Modelling of Plants with XL

The XL language (eXtended L-system language) is an extension of the Java programming
language by a rule-base formalism [Kni08]. It implements a concept of relational growth
grammars (RGG) [KBSK04], a graph-rewriting formalism, introduced recently, as a gen-
eralisation of the L-system concept of string rewriting [Kur07]. The formalism allows
the definition of rewriting rules on graphs. Thus, L-systems, operating on strings, are a
subset of RGG. The basic structure, a graph, consists of nodes, representing, e.g., plant
organs, and edges, representing connections between organs (Figure 1b). A combination
of rule-based and imperative programming is possible.

XL-code consist of three main parts which will be illustrated next, for an example see
Figure 1.

In the first step, a plant structure we want to model is decomposed into components
which are declared as modules in XL. Here, parameters of a module may be set, as well
as its visualisation (e.g., primitives with parameters) and shader (in our case a colour in
hexadecimal format is specified). For the simple structure in Figure 1a, the modules were
defined as follows:
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module Bud(boolean f l owe r ) extends Sphere ( 0 . 1 )
// f l ower i s a f l a g s p e c i f y i n g i f the bud w i l l c r ea t e f l owe r s or not
{ { s e tCo lo r (0 x336600 ) ; } }

module Stem extends Cyl inder (1 , 0 . 0 5 )
{ { s e tCo lo r (0 x336600 ) ; } }

module Leaf extends Para l l e logram (0 . 4 , 0 . 2 )
{ { s e tCo lo r (0 x336600 ) ; } }

module Flower extends Sphere ( 0 . 2 )
{ { s e tCo lo r (0 xFF0000 ) ; } }

Afterwards, an initial structure (Axiom) is set, i.e., replaced by a bud:

protected void i n i t ( )
[

Axiom ==> Bud( fa l se ) ;
]

Next, one rule is set which replaces a bud by a set of other components. Brackets
[ and ], used in the rule, represent a “branch”, commands RU(angle) and RH(angle) a
rotation about the local y- and z-axis, respectively. Applying the rule several times, the
development of the plant is simulated (Figure 1a).

public void grow ( )
[

b :Bud ==>
i f ( ! b [ f l owe r ] ) (

Stem
[ RU(60) RH(90) Leaf ]
[ RU(30) Bud( true ) ]
RH(137 . 51 ) b

) else (
Stem Flower

)
;

]

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Development of a simple plant: (a) axiom, derivation step 1 - 7 (from left
to right); (b) graph representation of the plant structure at step 2 (a successor edge is
represented as a solid line, a branch edge as a dot-dashed line)
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1.4 Evaluation of Models

In plant models created for computer graphics, the evaluation seems to be exclusively vi-
sual [DL05]. Also for plant models created with L-systems, “comparison of the simulation
results with the observations of reality is based primarily on visual inspection” [Pru98].

AMAP plant models are validated through observations and measurements on real
plants [dRH∗95]. Measurements are done in order to deduce parameters of their growth
process.

A step towards more precise evaluation of plant models, depending on the topological
structure and the local distance between entities of a plant, was proposed by [FG00].

2 Objectives of the Thesis

The main objective is to propose a method that would generate trees using procedural
modelling (L-systems) and a method that would reconstruct trees based on measured
data (billboards, image-based methods). The combination of the methods should also
be studied. Another objective is to study possibilities of creation of a virtual park using
procedural modelling and based on georeferenced data. The selected techniques of virtual
vegetation reconstruction should be presented in an e-learning tool (e.g., online tutorial,
web page, e-book).

3 Results

3.1 Modelling a Historic Park

For reconstruction of landscapes, as well as parks, georeferencing is often used [PS09,
dBVB09, Mos08]. This was also the first step in our case of reconstruction of the historic
park belonging to the Budat́ın castle in Žilina, Slovakia. There is a unique museum of
tinkering craft and art, located in the castle.

The park data are stored in the Java SQL database H2 [H2210]. We decided to use
a Java-based database because the simulation of tree growth (as will be described later
on) is implemented in the language XL which extends the Java programming language.
The database currently contains data specific for the park, for panoramas of the park, for
trees in the park (442) and for the species (29). A set of the park data is illustrated in
Figure 2 and 9 and described in more detail in [SHK10, Smo07].

Figure 3 shows processing of the data in ArcGIS software [Arc10]. An important part
here was georeferencing of the tree position map, i.e. obtaining the world coordinates of
trees. Trees were represented as cross billboards using (low-quality) textures provided by
ArcGIS. The size of trees was set approximately.

To present the results on the web, the model layers, i.e. terrain, water, castle, build-
ings, tree positions layer were exported into VRML format (it was not possible to export
the tree layer) and further processed as in part described in [FBB∗09]. Trees in the
VRML model are represented as billboards with a texture created from photographs of
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Figure 2: Illustration of the Budat́ın park data set: first row - photographs of the tree
silhouette from two views, leaves and the bark of a Norway Maple (Acer platanoides), a
texture extracted from the first image and an envelope created from the first two images;
middle row - tree data from [Coo05, Hie78], an orthophoto (courtesy of c©EUROSENSE
s.r.o.) and a tree position map [MMM00]; bottom row - two panoramas of the park
created using the open source software Hugin [Hug10], a digital park model (courtesy
of c©EUROSENSE s.r.o.); the red arrows (not a part of the original data) point to the
position of the Norway Maple in the park

Figure 3: Processing park data in ArcGIS
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trees (three levels of detail are considered) (Figure 4). A VRML model of the Budat́ın
castle, created by Ján Lacko, was included into the scene.

Figure 4: VRML model of the Budat́ın park

In the case there are no tree position data available, tree positions could be extracted
from an aerial image [PDZ06] or a (colour) map could be used to specify areas with plants,
with positions set according to, e.g., a Poisson distribution [DL05].

3.2 Modelling the Structure of Simple Plants

In [SH08] we proposed a simple framework for intuitive creation of plant structure de-
scribed by XL rules (Figure 5). The process has four steps: 1) creating a topological
model, 2) texturing, 3) parameter calibration, and 4) statistical parameter distribution.

In the first step, the user identifies modules of a plant, primitives which should be
used to model them, and the properties of modules. For instance, a module is specified
for a leaf, geometrically represented by a parallelogram, with two parameters: length and
diameter. The topology of a plant is described by rules. Afterwards, textures created
from photographs of the plants are applied to enhance the realism of models. Parameters
of the modules are adjusted to fit the measured or observed data (phyllotactic pattern,
dimensions of plant organs). Lengths of plant organs along the main stem are controlled
by user-defined functions (not in the case of the daisy model, but in other models like fern,
horsetail, etc.). In the last step, based on measurements of several plants, a stochastic
distribution of parameters is set.

Figure 5: Modelling process of a daisy (Bellis perennis)
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Although we only use simple primitives (parallelogram, cylinder, sphere; we only used
NURBS to improve the shape of the stem in the daisy model) to model plant organs,
the results are photorealistic thanks to texture mapping and parameter values obtained
from measurements. However, the visual quality with very close views decreases. In such
a case, generalized cylinders or surfaces should be used for different organs [PMKL01],
what probably increases the time of the modelling process, depending on the modelling
skills of a user.

The whole modelling process is manual, and possibilities of inverse rule finding should
be studied [SBM∗10]. The need for solving this still open problem is also emphasized in
[BŠMM11, TLL∗10].

3.3 Modelling the Structure of Trees

Creating the topology of trees using XL rules seems not to be as straightforward as it
was for simple plants like a daisy. To simplify this process, we decided to study botanical
characteristics (morphology, architecture, plant modularity) and mathematical models
(for phyllotaxis, branching pattern, branch diameter, growth functions, topology, self-
similarity, factorization) of trees found in the literature and to include some of them
into our implementation. There exist several methods generating biologically plausible
trees which incorporate botanical and/or mathematical descriptions of trees based on L-
systems (e.g., the research team of W. Kurth, P. Prusinkiewicz) or not using L-systems
[WBCG09, BBJ∗98, dREF∗88]. Our objective was to generalise the rules such that the
branching structure of several tree species could be created just by a reduced set of rules.

Tree species we are interested in are those that grow in the Budat́ın park [MMM00]:
Acer campestre, Acer platanoides, Acer pseudoplatanus, Aesculus hippocastanum, Alnus
glutinosa, Betula verrucosa, Carpinus betulus, Chamaecyparis nootkatensis, Chamaecy-
paris pisifera, Fagus sylvatica ’Atropunicea’, Fagus sylvatica ’Pendula’, Fraxinus excelsior,
Malus sp., Picea glauca, Picea pungens, Pinus sylvestris, Platanus acerifolia, Populus ni-
gra, Prunus avium, Prunus domestica, Prunus padus, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Pyrus com-
munis, Quercus robur, Robinia pseudoacacia, Salix alba, Salix caprea, Tilia cordata, Ulmus
carpinifolia.

Based on the study of tree architecture, 23 architectural models that can be found
in the nature were defined [HOT78]. Each model represents the basic growth strategy
of a tree and is defined by presence of certain morphological characteristics (Figure 6).
Models represent forms that are in the nature the most stable and the most frequent and
biologically the most probable [BC07]. Growth patterns defined by the models are geneti-
cally determined and their expression is affected only under extreme ecological conditions
[BC07].

According to Roloff [Rol01], the basic growth strategy of trees of Central Europe
confirms to just 5 architectural models: Rauh, Scarrone, Massart, Troll, and Champagnat
(named after botanists). The reduced number of architectural models is based on the
following facts characteristic for Central European tree species [Rol01]: 1) the trunk is
ramified, 2) vegetative axes are structured into a dominant trunk and lateral branches, 3)
acrotonic branching is the most common, 4) because of the winter growth dormancy, the
tree growth is rhythmic. The specification of these models is as follows [HOT78, Bel91]:
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 6: Selected morphological features used in architectural analysis of trees: (a) de-
scription of a leafy axis (with its basic structural unit metamer); (b) continuous growth;
(c) rhythmic growth (GU - growth unit); (d) vertical (orthotropy) and (e) horizontal
(plagiotropy) orientation of branches; (f) monopodium (result of indeterminate growth,
apical bud has indefinite time of functioning); (g) sympodium (associated with determi-
nate growth, after, e.g., death of the apical bud, one of the lateral buds continues growing
in the direction of the mother shoot); preferential development of lateral axes in the (h)
distal (acrotony), (i) basal (basitony) or (j) median (mesotony) part of the parent growth
unit
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• Rauh’s model - Trunk monopodial, growth rhythmic, monopodial orthotropic branches
(morphologically identical with the trunk), flowering lateral (Figure 7a)

• Scarrone’s model - Trunk monopodial, orthotropic, growth rhythmic (in height),
indeterminate, branches orthotropic, sympodial, flowering terminal (Figure 7b)

• Massart’s model - Trunk monopodial, orthotropic, growth rhythmic, branching acro-
tonic, branches in tiers, plagiotropic, never by apposition, monopodial or sympodial
by substitution (Figure 7c)

• Troll’s model - Axes all plagiotropic, trunk sympodial or monopodial, branches
secondarily becoming erect (most often after leaf fall), growth determinate or inde-
terminate (Figure 7d)

• Champagnat’s model - Trunk orthotropic, sympodial, distal part of each unit be-
comes a branch and is secondarily bending (under own weight) (Figure 7e)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7: Architectural models of trees (simplified) used to model trees in the park: (a)
Rauh; (b) Scarrone; (c) Massart; (d) Troll; (e) Champagnat

The architectural models of park trees were specified according to literature [Rol01,
Bar93, HOT78]. However, we haven’t found architectural models for all the species, or
the models assigned by different authors differentiated.

Several authors claim that the notion of the architectural model does not sufficiently
describe the elementary plant architecture [dRH∗95], and that it does not account for
variability of branching patterns [SN95]. However, for procedural generation of trees, this
simplified description may serve as a base for production rules. Further variability can be
modelled by competition for light or space [PP10, PHL∗09, BAS09]. We also implemented
a simple model of competition for space between branches, similar to [BSHK∗08].

To simulate the development of trees in the park using XL rules, we first imported
the data processed by ArcGIS, as well as the VRML model of the castle into GroIMP
[KHK10]. The growth strategy of park trees is described by 5 rules and influenced by
competition for space. To include randomness, a model of bud functioning is implemented
[dREF∗88]. Textures of leaves and bark are used to enhance the realism. Parameters,
for instance, for leaf dimensions are obtained from books about trees. The arrangement
of buds creating lateral branches is set according to the literature or observations, the
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Model of the Budat́ın park with the castle reconstructed and rendered in
GroIMP: (a) preparation of the scene (up left), terrain, castle, tree coverage are im-
ported, tree positions are read from the database; envelopes are created according to the
database data (up right); tree growth and thinning is simulated (bottom); (b) trees (with
leaves) are represented as billboards created from tree models generated by XL rules

Figure 9: Entity relationship diagram of the park data
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number of buds per growth unit is only estimated. We have to admit that the tree
models have currently only simplified branching structures (Figure 8), but we plan to
incorporate results of measurements on annual shoots of several species done by students
at the University of Göttingen. Tree structure grows within an envelope, created from
measured data: trunk diameter at breast height, crown diameter and height. For better
approximation of envelopes, tree hulls should be used or at least species specific envelopes
(Figure 2) or those used in forestry [Pre09].

Automatic (controlled by one rule) and interactive pruning is possible. Thinning of
trees in the park (Figure 8) is done according to information in [MMM00].

3.4 Functional-Structural Plant Modelling

In biologically oriented approaches, three classes of plant models are usually distinguished:
geometrical (or structural [dVMvdH∗02]), process-based and functional-structural models
[dRHBC08]. They focus on modelling plant architecture, functioning, or a combination
of them, respectively.

Although the main focus of our work was on structural models, a part of our research
also concerned functional-structural plant models (FSPM). In FSPM, the structure devel-
opment is controlled by physiological processes which are influenced by the environment.
In [SBSHK10] we presented a framework for simulating biomass partitioning (resulting
in the growth of plant organs) in winter barley under different nitrogen and carbon con-
ditions. The growth of organs is determined by their potential demand (sink strength),
computed as a derivative of the growth function which can be obtained from measure-
ments. The model is implemented using the so-called deferred rate assignment operator
[HSK10] which allows specification of ODEs in XL. The implementation of the model
using XL rules is described in [HES∗10]. Parameterisation and calibration of the model
are still the main tasks for the future work.

3.5 e-learning

Surveys on techniques of tree modelling and geometric representation of tree components,
as well as tutorials on modelling plant structure using XL rules, are published as an
e-learning course [Smo10].
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Summary

For modelling complex natural objects, like trees, procedural techniques are often used.
Based on a small set of parameters an algorithm creates an emergent complex branching
structure. On the other hand, there are image-based techniques extracting information
about the branching structure or its overall shape from the images of real trees.

In this work we summarize methods of tree modelling based on these techniques. We
focus on procedural modelling of trees using L-system rules specified with the language
XL (eXtended L-system language). Furthermore, we focus on a generalization of rules,
by incorporating botanical and mathematical descriptions of plants, such that the rules
are generic enough to describe different tree (plant) species. Beside this, the botanical
background is taken into account to further increase model faithfulness, especially when
not only the structure of a tree is simulated, but also its development or impact of man-
agement decisions. Global control of the shape (by a function or by growing a structure
within a specified volume), use of measured data and textures is included. User interaction
(pruning) is possible.

We also propose a method for reconstruction of a historical park using terrain data
and aerial images. Data used for simulations are stored in a database. This contains the
data specific for the park, specific for trees in the park, and for tree species in general.
Presentation of the park is done in the form of interactive panoramas and virtual walks
in the park (VRML model).

A part of the research concerned functional-structural plant modelling, i.e., the inte-
gration of effects of carbon/nitrogen on biomass dynamics using a deferred rate assignment
operator into an FSPM of winter barley.

An e-learning course on procedural modelling of trees was created and published online,
together with tutorials on modelling plant structure.
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